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LFEE Europe and Interacting+ (InterLFEE) combine expertise in areas such as
language teaching and learning, resource development, CLIL methodology, drama
and leadership to create unique, engaging and meaningful training opportunities.

We are Europe’s leading course provider for innovation in learning. Our courses are
creative, relevant and practical. Our locations offer culture, creativity and
communication in Ireland, Spain, France, Germany, Italy and more!

We promote drama, technology and wellbeing in the classroom through an
interactive and entertaining methodology. We offer tailor-made courses for
teachers, school leaders, advisors, inspectors and Local Authorities and are happy
to develop new courses to meet everyone's needs.

Our team of trainers are experts in their fields and offer a variety of inspirational
learning concepts with detailed guidance on ‘how to’ bring them to the classroom.

InterLFEE



LIFELONG LEARNING
BORN TO LEARN!

InterLFEE courses are designed to satisfy the need for our participants to learn both in the
personal and professional realm. In our courses, we create a learning environment which
builds communities lasting beyond the dates of the training. Our training programmes
act as models, the manner and the content of what we learn is instantly transferable.

A strong group dynamic within a “safe” environment allows teachers to put themselves in
the position of their students and to try out new techniques. 
Result: new skills that both enhance the teaching delivery and motivates the learners.

InterLFEE courses connect with the most
relevant and recent digital teaching tools.
We work with our own secure platform for
storage of course materials and facilitation
of communication around course content
and community building.

During the course we capture and share
(memories of) activities, how we create
our learning community and friendships.

We model the effective use of resources
and create opportunities for participants
to practice both during and after their
course.

TECHNOLOGY



OUTCOMES
Enhancing teachers' skills,

confidence and competence in
communication, literacy and ICT. 

 
Improving communicative

competences for native speakers
and improving language skills for

learning in CLIL and non-bilingual
foreign language learning.
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DEVELOPING INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS
FOR SCHOOLS (DIPS)

DIPS 2023 WILL TAKE PLACE IN PRAGUE, CZECH
REPUBLIC, FROM 1 TO 7 OCTOBER 2023.

DIPS programmes aim to equip school teachers, managers and
co-ordinators of International Projects with the essential tools to
set-up their school international strategy and boost its global
dimension, whilst ensuring these activities are sustainable. The
courses provide participants with opportunities to enlarge their
professional network, share good practice with colleagues and
learn how to manage and implement lasting European projects.
DIPS takes place in various locations throughout Europe each year.

OUR COURSES
Our team invites you to a unique

Erasmus+ experience. 

Click here to find out more

TESTIMONIAL

“It was lovely to connect with like-minded international people - DIPS definitely contributed
to me feeling more energetic and motivated to continue working on my projects. Thank you!”

https://lfee.net/erasmus-course/czech-republic/dips-training/
https://lfee.net/erasmus-course/ireland/english-language-and-culture-development/


LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
DEVELOPMENT

These English / Spanish language courses are designed to suit the
needs of nursery, primary, secondary and vocational teachers. Groups
are organised per level, mainly A1/A2 and B1/B2. Courses take place in
Ireland and Spain throughout the year, with summer time immersion
courses available in the month of July. Our methodology is practical
and dynamic: teachers learn by doing! 

LEARNING AND TEACHING ENGLISH
THROUGH CLIL

English 

These theme-based Language and Methodology courses are
specifically designed for primary and secondary teachers. Participants
are introduced to the principles of CLIL and explore how target
languages and subjects can be taught together using creative
approaches and drama processes. The courses are practical and include
Discovery events, engaging with the environment and building
learning communities. Courses take place throughout the year in
various locations across the EU (Ireland, Spain, Germany…).

Click here to find out more about our Language and Culture Development courses

Click here to find out more

OUR COURSES

French Spanish

TESTIMONIAL

“Everything was so well organised that we just had to enjoy and practise our English! I
really appreciated it.”

TESTIMONIAL

“Everything was perfect, I enjoyed my courses so much. My goals were on the one hand
to improve my English, to speak more fluently by gaining more confidence, and on the
other hand, to know a little more about the CLIL methodology so I can apply it in my own
classroom. Goals achieved!”

https://lfee.net/erasmus-course/ireland/english-language-and-culture-development/
https://lfee.net/erasmus-course/ireland/english-language-and-culture-development/
https://lfee.net/erasmus-course/ireland/english-language-and-culture-development/
https://lfee.net/erasmus-course/ireland/learning-and-teaching-english-through-clil/
https://lfee.net/erasmus-course/france/french-language-and-culture-development/
https://lfee.net/erasmus-course/france/french-language-and-culture-development/
https://lfee.net/erasmus-course/spain/spanish-language-and-culture-development/
https://lfee.net/erasmus-course/ireland/english-language-and-culture-development/
https://lfee.net/erasmus-course/ireland/english-language-and-culture-development/


STUDY VISITS FOR EDUCATION
STAKEHOLDERS

These tailor-made training programmes for groups of education
inspectors, trainers, teachers, headteachers or management staff
offer a unique opportunity to delve into the Education System of
another European country. They include a balance of formal
presentations by education experts, participative workshops and
school visits, as well as a chance for participants to share good
practice with colleagues and reflect on their own professional
practices. Courses take place throughout the year in various
locations across the EU (Ireland, France, Spain, Germany…). Some
of the themes include: The monitoring of Spanish schools and
Bilingual Education, Developing Effective Leadership in Schools,
Digital Education and innovation and Inclusion and Health &
Wellbeing in Education.

Click here to find out more

OUR COURSES

TESTIMONIAL

“Thank you to all the speakers this week, to the schools and especially to our trainers for
their welcome, their kindness and what they brought to the group. The course made us think
about our own practice and we look forward to discussing this with our colleagues and our
management.”

https://lfee.net/erasmus-plus-courses/topics/
https://lfee.net/erasmus-course/ireland/english-language-and-culture-development/


CREATING AND NURTURING LEARNING
COMMUNITIES

These training experiences introduce resources created to develop
‘learning communities’ through events which connect both classes and
school subjects. The course content has been designed for bilingual
schools and their wider community. Activities from process drama can be
directly applied to classroom practice on completion of the course.
Courses take place in the summer, please contact us for more details.

PLAYING CLIL GAMES AND
BEYOND 

Funding for all our courses is available through the
European Union Erasmus+ Programme.

Based on resources developed during various Erasmus+ projects on
innovative practice, these courses provide guidance on how and when to
use process drama to motivate and assess learning in bilingual or subject-
specific environments. Participants will ‘play to learn’, from icebreakers to
complex re-enactments. Courses take place in the summer, please contact
us for more details.

OUR COURSES

Click here for our latest course dates

Click here to get in touch

TESTIMONIAL

“It was such a great opportunity and I enjoyed seeing it as a way to build a community, to
have negotiation interactions, to focus on wellbeing and to spread kindness. Such a
wonderful work that deserves to be shared. Thank you.”

TESTIMONIAL

“Very high quality course, it was very interesting manipulating, creating, learning
vertically and playing lots of games we can use in class easily.”

https://lfee.net/brochure/
https://lfee.net/enquiry-form/
https://lfee.net/erasmus-course/ireland/english-language-and-culture-development/
https://lfee.net/erasmus-course/ireland/english-language-and-culture-development/


Richard
Talllaron

Patrick Deas

Ed Cousins

Co Founder and Director of both Interacting + and UK. Leading on the
design and delivery of innovative teacher training courses and
connecting drama processes to classroom needs. Ed is an experienced
coordinator of EU projects and an accomplished contributor to
conferences both as keynote speaker and workshop host. Co Founder
and current chair of the European Association of Training Providers. Ed
believes in the power of networks to contribute to improved learning
opportunities and best practice in the education sector.Ed lives in
Madrid and brings his passion for theatre and sports to his love of
learning. Ed graduated in English and American literature from the
University of Warwick before going on to complete an MA on ‘A Legacy
of Empire ‘ in Anglo Irish Studies at University College Dublin. His work
at Interacting continues to investigate the power of stories as a vehicle
for learning. 

MEET OUR TEAM
Richard is the Director and Co-Founder of LFEE Europe Ltd where he
oversees the management and development of all European training
programmes, as well as bilateral / multinational mobility projects for
Teachers and other Educators.Richard also founded PowerLanguage for
Schools, an online platform which supports thousands of teachers
around the world. Richard believes in innovative practices and a
blended learning approach to enhance the learning and teaching
experiences of practitioners and their pupils.Richard graduated in
“Scottish Literature and Culture” and “French as a Foreign Language”
from the University of Grenoble. He now works with teachers both at
Primary and Secondary levels throughout Europe and beyond, having
recently worked in Western Australia.

Patrick is Co-Director and Founder of Interacting + and UK. The
company has taken their blend of interactive language learning theatre
to audiences across Europe and Asia over the past 30 years. Our teacher
training programmes have reached out and teachers with the
inspirational use of drama in all areas of learning and development.
Patrick works as a director, writer, producer, teacher trainer and above
all as an actor. He has a firm belief in the empowering and healing
strength of theatre. Currently Patrick lives in an intentional community
in rural Co.Tyrone in the north of Ireland learning, working and living
alongside adults with learning differences. Patrick graduated from
Newcastle Upon Tyne University in Archaeology.



Roslynn
Main

Aitor Allué

Roslynn is a member of the team at LFEE Europe Ltd and is responsible
for administering the LFEE Europe Language Immersion Courses in
France, Spain, and Scotland. Roslynn is also one of the founding
members of PowerLanguage Ltd and is responsible for overseeing the
content management of the PowerLanguage websites and providing
administrative assistance to clients and colleagues.

Co-founder of LFEE Europe in 1998, Elise is responsible for the
management and training of the team of LFEE language tutors, the
elaboration of teaching and training materials and programmes, and
the quality control of LFEE teaching practices. She is a graduate of
“English Language and Cultures” and “French as a Foreign Language”
from the University of Rouen in Normandy, and has held various
teaching jobs since her arrival in Scotland in 1996, including posts at the
University of Edinburgh and at the French Institute. She specialises in
the teaching of languages to Young Learners, and worked as a
consultant and French teacher in many Primary and Nursery schools
before becoming a Teacher Trainer. She is passionate about Education
in general and the teaching/learning of languages in Particular.

Aitor is currently the Artistic Department Manager at Interacting Plus
where he directs and produces Theatre shows and a new learning and
entertainment content since 2012. He is part of Connected Learning
Company team. He graduated from the Royal School of Dramatic Art of
Madrid (RESAD) with a degree in Dramatic Arts. He studied further at
Rose Bruford College in London and at l’Ecole Philippe Gaulier in Paris.
He has a diploma from the Center d’Estudis Cinematogràfics de
Catalunya, alongside participating in workshops at the Roy Hart School
in Paris, La Maldita Vanidad company from Colombia, Jango Edwards in
the USA, and the Meyerhold Theater in Moscow.

MEET OUR TEAM

Elise Gay
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GET IN TOUCH!

LFEE Europe
www.lfee.net

Mrs Roslynn Main, Administrator
https://lfee.net/enquiry-form/

http://www.lfee.net/
https://lfee.net/enquiry-form/

